Effective use of modeling and simulation in designing bioequivalence and comparability studies of large-molecule compounds: the case of erythropoietin.
Bioequivalence and comparability studies are necessary for changing formulations of large-molecule drugs, such as antibody drugs and protein products, and in the development of their biosimilars. This study is the first application of modeling and simulation (M&S) in the design of bioequivalence and comparability studies of erythropoietin as an example of a large-molecule drug. A novel population pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic (PPK/PD) model was developed for erythropoietin. Based on this PPK/PD model, the probabilities of success of bioequivalence and comparability studies were simulated with various numbers of subjects and samples. The simulation indicated that the minimum numbers of subjects and samples required to satisfy the criteria for bioequivalence and comparability studies were as follows: fewest for the area under the serum concentration-time curve, more for the area under the efficacy-time curve, and most for the maximum serum concentration of erythropoietin. These results suggested that M&S could be successfully applied in the design of bioequivalence and comparability studies of large-molecule drugs.